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Abstract 
Grid computing systems provide a virtual framework for sharing resources across organizational boundaries. Nowadays OGSA 
(Open Grid Services Architecture) is the most common adopted grid system architecture. This architecture implements 
standardized service pattern in which all resources are viewed as services. This has enabled the use of grid system in various 
domains – an important one being the medical field. In the past decade there has been an increase in the number of grid service 
providers in the medical field catering to different categories of users. The service users are in a total fix when they have to make 
a choice from a set of services with the same functionality provided by different medical grid service providers. Hence the 
selection of a service from a reliable provider is very crucial one. In this paper we propose a recommendation system based on 
direct trust for Service-Oriented Grid (SOG) employed for medical area. This novel approach uses computation of reliability of 
services by the   mechanism of similarity computation and ranking service providers based on feedback from users. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
With the convergence of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Grid service technology based on Open Grid Service 
Architecture (OGSA), has brought about the Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) [11]. WSRF means various 
resources in Virtual Organizations (VO) are packaged as “services” and offered to users in the form of grid services, 
which intends to resolve the problem of resources sharing in dynamic and scalable VOs. The Service-Oriented Grid 
platform based on WSRF regulations tries to integrate the resources on the internet, including computing resources, 
storage resources, information resources, knowledge resources and equipment; therefore it is appropriate technology for 
health care solutions and biomedical research. 
 
In such a service grid environment, where resources from diverse organizations are shared which requires trusted 
resources, the real challenge lies in the determination of trustworthiness of the service provider. Trust plays an important 
role in all medical grid interactions. Consumer must have confidence that the grid service provider will provide the 
services they advertise. As of now recommendation system for users (doctors, patient, medical assistant, researcher, etc.) 
is lacking in grid based service system for medical applications. 
 
Recommender Systems are software tools and techniques providing suggestions for services to be of use to a user [12]-
[14]. Recommender Systems are primarily directed towards individuals who lack sufficient personal experience or 
competence to evaluate the potentially overwhelming number of alternative services in SOG [13]. 
 
Hence building trust based recommendation system for medical grid service users is beneficial in selecting the best grid 
service provider. A good reputation of service provider can enhance a consumer’s confidence in its service. In this paper 
we propose a novel trust based recommendation system for a medical domain, to assess the trustworthiness of the service 
provider using the direct trust information from the user based on similarity in users rating of the services.  
 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes recently reported related work in the literature. The proposed 
trust based recommendation system for medical grids and the algorithm is described in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 offers 
conclusions. 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
With the advancement in biomedical field there has been a substantial growth in the volume of medical data and images. 
In order to diagnose, a clinician uses this data from various sources such as patient‘s consultation history, medical 
history, radiological images, laboratory reports, treatment response, symptom data, disease data, drugs data, etc. In a 
healthcare system medical professionals need to electronically access reports timely and exchange data and collaborate 
with other doctors from other institutions. [1] Researchers need to deal with a vast amount of data from participating 
institutes across the world, which requires sophisticated algorithms for its analysis, high performance computer resource 
and data storage. 
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[2]Grid architecture promotes an open collaborative network that leverages open source software and infrastructures, 
supports a strong security model, uses standards and a service-oriented architecture, allows distributed and federated 
database and web services access. The economic, social, and technological model associated with grid computing is 
appropriate for the medical environment and to provide healthcare solutions. [3] There have been a number of publicly 
funded medical grid projects in the past years, for example the European EGEE, the U.S. cancer network caBIG, or 
MediGRID, as part of the German grid initiative D-Grid, this shows the rising interest in grid technologies for medical 
applications today [4]-[7]. 
 
Furthermore, in the case of medical and life science research the potential of grid technology is undoubted. Grids are used 
to manage, analyze and evaluate exponentially growing volume of data, to reduce compute time and to achieve a higher 
accuracy in results. [8] The Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN) provides the infrastructure to support 
collaborations, data sharing and analysis tools among computer scientists, neuroscientists and engineers in the United 
States and the United Kingdom. [9] The Shared Pathology Informatics Network (SPIN) provides an Internet-based virtual 
database for researchers to locate appropriate human tissue specimens for cancer research. This modest listing 
exemplifies the diversity of biomedical informatics specialties that use grid technology.  
 
The user group who are using the medical grid system may be heterogeneous eg doctors, medical assistants, patients and 
researchers. All these users have in common that they are not Grid or computer experts. They require a user friendly and 
task appropriate recommender system that will help them select a suitable medical grid service. Also the service user 
must have confidence that the grid service provider will provide the services they advertise. Hence, there is a need for a 
trust based recommendation system for service users. 
 
One obvious challenge that is faced relates to providing a way to assess the service providers and hence services for their 
trustworthiness as they are from widely disparate and dynamic organizations. According to [10], trust is the quantified 
belief by a truster with respect to the competence, honesty, security and dependability of a trustee within a specified 
context. We define trust as a relationship between Grid service providers and grid service users in [15]. Therefore, trust 
plays an important role in all grid interactions. The challenge lies in determining the trustworthiness of the service 
provider. 
 
The aim of this research is to develop a trust model that will assure good interactions among autonomous service 
providers and users in Service oriented Grid systems. We propose a recommendation system based on direct trust for the 
growing user community in the medical Grid system. 
 
3. PROPOSED TRUST BASED RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM FOR MEDICAL GRIDS 
1.3 Proposed Trust Based SOG for Medical domain 
With the growing number of alternative medical service providers who may provide the same functionality but may differ 
in quality factor, the problem of selecting the best performing candidate is becoming more and more important. The users 
have to search for every medical service provider and take time to go through the service plans and make decision for 
themselves. There is no collective comparison of medical service providers and a system for rating. 
 
In adopting SOG for medical research and public healthcare systems, one obvious challenge that is faced relates to 
providing a way to assess the service providers and hence services for their trustworthiness as they are from widely 
disparate and dynamic organizations. Trust is an assertion as to the behaviour of participants in relation to each other. 
Trust refers to the identity and validity of a participant as they interact with the system. We define trust as a relationship 
between Grid service providers and grid service users. Hence there is a need for a system that recommends services to 
user based on trustworthiness that is beneficial to the user to build confidence into a healthcare system.  
 
In the present scenario there is no recommendation system for services selection in medical Grid systems. Motivated by 
this lack of a recommendation system, we build a system for recommending service providers for healthcare users as 
shown in figure 1.  
 
In medical grid system based on SOG framework, the user submits a service request which is taken up by the Grid’s 
scheduling service. Next the registry is queried to find all suitable resources and contacts each provider to determine its 
availability. In traditional systems, if sufficient resources are available then scheduler selects from the available set and 
sends their details to the requester to begin execution.  
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Figure 1 Trust Based SOG for Medical domain 

 
We have proposed a medical grid framework which includes Trust based Recommendation system to the existing SOG. 
This new Recommendation System is a trusted third party, which is responsible for governing the trust and QoS process. 
The selected set of services is next sent through the Recommendation System to determine their credibility. It maintains 
and manages the trust levels of each medical service provider along with the history of the QoS provided by each. 
Trustworthiness levels are determined by evaluating trust levels and past history of the selected service in the registry. 
The Recommendation System is responsible for providing recommendation to the medical service user, by ranking the 
services based on their trustworthiness. The user then has the choice of picking the most optimal and reliable service with 
the highest value of trust level amongst the available services. 
1.4 Implementation model - Recommendation framework for medical grids 
The user group who are using the medical grid system are heterogeneous eg doctors, medical assistants, patients and 
researchers. All these users have in common that they are not Grid or computer experts. They require a user friendly and 
task appropriate recommender system that will help them select a suitable medical grid service. Also the service user 
must have confidence that the grid service provider will provide the services they advertise. Hence, we proposing a trust 
based recommendation system for medical service users. 
The implementation model for our Trust based Recommendation system for medical grid is shown in figure 2. The 
medical service registry store advertisements provided by the service providers. The medical grid service user queries the 
registry for services that meets their functional requirements. These matched list of services have to be evaluated for their 
trustworthiness so it is sent to the Recommendation System’s Decision Making Engine.  
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Figure 2 Recommendation framework for medical grids. 

 
Our proposed framework integrates Trust based Recommendation system to the existing SOG. This new 
Recommendation System is a trusted third party, which is responsible for governing the trust and QoS process. The 
selected set of services is next sent through the Recommendation System to determine their credibility. It maintains and 
manages the trust and reputation levels of each provider along with the history of the QoS provided by each service 
provider. The Recommendation System is responsible for providing recommendation by ranking the services based on 
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their trustworthiness. The user then has the choice of picking the most optimal and reliable service with the highest value 
of trust level amongst the available service. 
 
The services that meet the functional requirements of the client are determined. This matched list of services has to be 
evaluated for their trustworthiness so it is sent to the Recommendation System’s Decision Making Engine. 
 
The QoS parameters play an important role in selecting services efficiently and in negotiating Service Level Agreements 
between clients and service providers. In the medical grid, services are typically distributed across different grid sites. 
Sensors are used to monitor the performance of these disparate grid services to determine the actual QoS provided. The 
QoS monitoring system compares the actual delivered with the agreed upon QoS in the SLA to determine any violations. 
Records of such services that have violated the SLA are stored in the QoS History database which helps in determining 
the dependability of the services. 
 
Another data that is used by the Decision Making Engine is the direct trust value. As in real life communities, trust is an 
important factor for achieving successful Grid interaction. A comprehensive feedback on the satisfactoriness given by 
users after successful execution of service can be considered as the trustworthiness of a service. 
 
3.2.1 Service Discovery Steps 
The focus of this paper is to propose a computational model for a Recommendation System for a Service Oriented Grid 
system for medical domain. The grid environment that we have considered consists of customers interacting with service 
providers. 
 
The interactions within the system from when a request is made to the time when recommendations are provided are as 
shown in the algorithm:  

1. Service interaction cycle begins with service providers advertising themself through a well-known registry service. 
2. Potential clients query the registry to search for a service that meets its needs. 
3. Registry returns a list of suitable services that meet the client’s functional requirement.  
4. For each of the services in the above list we determine the trust values from the direct trust table (by taking the 

feedbacks from each of the past transactions). 
5. The feedbacks of users are compared to determine similarity between them. By doing this we can rate a service 

provider according to the level/degree of similarity between the users. The similarity testing is done by using 
Pearson Correlation. 

6. The QoS monitoring system compares the actual quality delivered with the agreed upon QoS in the SLA to 
determine any violations. The records of such violations are stored in the QoS history table. 

7. Using the above values, the services are ranked according to the trustworthiness and recommended to the clients 
for selection. 

8. For the current transaction, a feedback is taken and the direct trust table is update. Also the QoS monitoring 
system records the violations into the history table. 

 
In our model the DME computes and ranks the service provider based on the data from three Computational components: 

• Direct Trust 
• QoS History 

 
We have focused on bootstrapping the trust values. The following section shows initial trust computation model. Further 
these values will be updated based on computational techniques applied to the direct trust and using the QoS database. 
 
3.2.2  Evaluation of Direct Trust  
 
To evaluate this frame work we first develop a computational model of Direct Trust using collaborative filtering. When a 
consumer has been directly involved in a transaction with a service then the resulting trust value is termed as direct trust. 
It is basically the user’s degree of satisfaction in an interaction with a selected service. This is evaluated by taking a 
feedback/rating from the user of the actual experiences the user had during a transaction. The direct trust computation 
involves similarity computation and aggregation of similar feedbacks. 
 
Recommendation Algorithm using Direct Trust   
Input: User requirements: type of medical service required 
Output: A list of N Recommended Services to the user  
Step 1:  Start  
Step 2:  Get the client’s request and determine the list of N services which are available from different providers. 
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Step 3:  Get all the registered users U who have used these N services. 
Step 4:  Build user-item rating matrix of order U X N. 
Step 5:  Use matrix factorization technique to estimate the missing ratings in the matrix. 
Step 6:  Apply Pearson's Coefficient Correlation on the ratings - pairwise to all the user, to determine the correlation. 
Step 7:  Determine the neighbours of each service provider ie. List of similar ratings. 
Step 8:   Take the average of all the user’s ratings for each service. 
Step 9:  Sort the services and list them in ascending order with respect to value of the average rating. 
Step 10:  End  
 
Matrix Factorization  
Matrix Factorization is used to predict unobserved entries based on features of the observed entries. The predicted rating 
is got by using the equation (1) 

                       (1) 
 
where k is the order of the diagonal matrix, and p and q are the vector values of the matrix P and Q. 
This prediction function can be used to fill in the missing values. 
Using equation (2) the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is computed to measure the accuracy of the prediction. 
 

          (2) 
 
 Error = actual rating – predicted rating 
 
Matrix Factorization Algorithm 
Input: Rating matrix R with missing values. 
Output: Estimated rating matrix  ≈ R, with all the missing values estimated.   
Step 1: Start 
Step 2: Input matrix R of order m x n with several values missing 
Step 3: Set the value of the constant k 
Step 4: Declare matrices P of order m x k, and Q of order k x n 
Step 5: Set the values of regularization constants alpha, beta 
Step 6: For every element in the matrix R 
 Step 7: If the value is present in R 
 Step 8: Find the difference in rating eij between matrices R and P.Q 
 Step 9: For the length of k 
    Pik = Pik + alpha * (2 * eij * Qkj – beta * Pik)  
    Qkj = Qkj + alpha * (2 * eij * Pik – beta * Qkj)  
 Step 10: End for loop 
Step 11: End for loop 
Step 12: Calculate the dot product P.Q 
Step 13: For every element in the matrix R 
 Step 14: Find the root mean square error e 
 Step 15: Continue loop till e is acceptably low 
Step 16: End for loop 
Step 17: Calculate the new estimated rating matrix   = P.QT ≈ R 
Step 18: Return   
Step 19: End 
 
We use collaborative filtering for the direct trust computation. In this technique there is the problem of cold start, which 
is due to inadequate user information, it occurs when some of the services are not rated. These services which are not 
rated by any user will not be considered for recommendation. Therefore to overcome this we use matrix factorization to 
predict the unknown rating. 
The following matrices show result of the computation of matrix factorization. The first matrix has some missing ratings. 
After applying the matrix factorization we get the final matrix with predicted values for non-rated services. This improves 
the effectiveness and accuracy of recommendations. 
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In the above matrix all the missing values are estimated and we can see that the estimated rating matrix  ≈ R. With the 
missing rating computed, next we use these rating to determine the similarity in ratings between pairs of users using the 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient. 
 
 Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
We use the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) to compute the similarity between users as it gives high accuracy. The 
Pearson correlation expression to compute the statistical correlation between two user’s (x and y) common ratings to 
determine the similarity is as defined in (3).  
 

      (3) 
 
 
where Ixy is the subset of all the services which both user x and y have invoked previously. 

Here  is the set of feedback given by user x and  is the average rating of user x for all the services he has rated. 
From this definition, we get the similarity of two service users, sim(x,y), to be in the interval of [-1:+1]. A larger PCC 
value indicates that service user x and y are more similar. 
 
The focus of this paper is computation of direct trust using collaborative filtering. To perform this we have applied the 
PCC function on the user ratings for each of the service provider. The table 1 shows the pair-wise PCC computation for a 
set of 30 user ratings for one particular service. It gives the correlation between pairs of users. Using this we can 
determine the similarity in user’s ratings.  

 
Table 1: PCC computation for a single service 

USERID User1 User2 User3 User4 User5 User6 User7 User8 User9 User10
User1 1 0.40298 -0.14221 0.51762 0.3002 0.480537 -0.31241 0.383348 0.092775 0.098191
User2 0.40298 1 0.118979 0.057916 0.341734 0.241377 0.131398 0.206695 0.360056 0.033642
User3 -0.14221 0.118979 1 -0.31706 0.294558 0.468333 0.092037 -0.04585 0.367568 -0.03539
User4 0.51762 0.057916 -0.31706 1 -0.06091 -0.00807 0.46291 0.21476 0.169907 0.11935
User5 0.3002 0.341734 0.294558 -0.06091 1 0.282497 0.400275 0.264249 0.125193 -0.3336
User6 0.480537 0.241377 0.468333 -0.00807 0.282497 1 0.171151 0.072927 0.387133 0.146158
User7 -0.31241 0.131398 0.092037 0.46291 0.400275 0.171151 1 0.065015 0.095623 -0.2925
User8 0.383348 0.206695 -0.04585 0.21476 0.264249 0.072927 0.065015 1 0.028529 -0.07325
User9 0.092775 0.360056 0.367568 0.169907 0.125193 0.387133 0.095623 0.028529 1 0.210879
User10 0.098191 0.033642 -0.03539 0.11935 -0.3336 0.146158 -0.2925 -0.07325 0.210879 1  
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Using the above results, we determine the nearest neighbours to each user by having threshold of similarity above 0.2. 
Table 2 lists the users, called as neighbours, who have similar ratings. 
 

Table 2: Nearest neighbours of each user  
USER ID NEIGHBOURS 
User1 User2 User4 User5 User6 User8 
User2 User1 User5 User9 User15 User14 
User3 User6 User9 User15 User16 User16 
User4 User1 User7 User11 User19 User20 
User5 User1 User2 User7 User13 User18 
User6 User1 User3 User9 User13 User14 

 
By considering the ratings of only the neighbours we eliminate ratings that are totally contradicting (ie. for negative 
values of PCC) and those that have no correlation at all (ie. when PCC is equal to zero). We compute the rank of a 
particular service by taking the average of the ratings of the neighbours. Proceeding in this manner we determine 
rankings for all the other service providers. Later these ranks are sorted in ascending order to get the top ranking service 
providers. The top ten providers are recommended to the new service user. The user now can confidently select any 
provider from the recommended list for getting his job done. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
With the growing number of medical grids, users (doctors, patient, medical assistant, researcher, etc.) require a user 
friendly and task appropriate recommender system that will help them select a suitable medical grid service. Also the 
service user must have confidence that the grid service provider will provide the services they advertise. Hence, there is a 
need for a trust based recommendation system for service users. In order to address this problem we have proposed a 
recommendation system framework for medical grids. 
We have used the collaborative filtering technique of user feedback to rank the service providers. This new 
recommendation system is very beneficial as it builds confidence into and overcomes uncertainty prevalent in the Service-
Oriented Grid which uses services from different medical grid service providers. 
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